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OR After turning on my SP50 i get a message to my laptop saying "wifi network error". I would try a reboot if that's possible.
Also, Is it normal that my volume level returned to zero after some changes like turning down the power the headphone or both?
After turning on my SP50 i get a message to my laptop saying "wifi network error". I would try a reboot if that's possible. Also,
Is it normal that my volume level returned to zero after some changes like turning down the power the headphone or both? I
would try a reboot if that's possible. Also, Is it normal that my volume level returned to zero after some changes like turning
down the power the headphone or both?Catering to Donald, or the trouble with Trump Chef Marco Pierre White makes two
appearances on this week's new season of the BBC documentary series, 'The Restaurant'. By LISA COLLINS Photographs,
story and archive 4/11/2016 Read this next 'The Restaurant' On the menu New season of the BBC documentary series is out on
BBC2 now. In association with Joel Robotti, founded with his sister Clarissa Robotti, Marco Pierre White (The Fat Duck,
Gidleigh Park) and Bruno Loubet (Le Bistrot de Paris, Le Ritz), the new series - which sees White and Loubet go behind the
scenes at their restaurants for five weeks - looks at the social impact of dining. Elsewhere, the programme looks at the chefs;
chef David Pritchard (The Ledbury, The Ledbury) on his childhood memories of food, and fellow Fat Duck favourite Julien
Royon (The Sauternes Hotel, The Square) who tells how he became a restaurateur. Season one also profiles superstar chef
Gordon Ramsay and his visit to ITV's 'The Bank of Canada Job Fair'. All this plus the results of a food festival where aspiring
chefs were tested on their cooking skills. (Image: Chris J Ratcliffe/Getty Images) Chef Jamie Oliver returns with his Channel 4
series 'Jamie's Cupcakes'. This week the chef surprises schoolchildren at a Dunstable school with a specially decorated version
of his signature edible cupcake. Elsewhere, we see the best of Britain in a series of episodes, with the show's present
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